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1. Introduction
The LPC546xx 32-bit microcontroller families are designed for embedded applications
requiring high performance and low power consumption. The LPC43xx and LPC18xx use
the same External Memory Controller (EMC), an ARM PrimeCell MultiPort Memory
Controller peripheral. It supports the asynchronous static memory devices such as RAM,
ROM and flash, as well as the dynamic memories such as Single Data Rate (SDR)
SDRAM. For microcontrollers with a requirement of external memory more than 2 MB,
SDRAM is a practical solution.
This application note focuses on the interface connectivity and board layout guidelines
while using the SDR SDRAM memories with the LPC546xx microcontrollers.
The LPC546xx user manuals will be referenced in this application note, so keep the
corresponding user manual at hand.

2. External Memory Controller(EMC)
2.1 EMC key features
The LPC546xx EMC is an ARM PrimeCell MultiPort Memory Controller peripheral
supporting asynchronous static memory devices such as RAM, ROM and flash, and
dynamic memories such as SDR SDRAM. The EMC does not support double data rate
(DDR) SDRAMs and synchronous static memory devices (synchronous burst mode).
EMC SDRAM supports the following features:
• Dynamic chip selects: nDYCS0 to nDYCS3
• Dynamic chip selects each supporting up to 256 MB of SDRAM per DYCS
• 16-bit and 32-bit wide chip select SDRAM memory support
• Power saving modes dynamically control CKE and CLKOUT to SDRAMs
• Dynamic memory self-refresh mode controlled by software
• 2 kbit, 4 kbit, and 8 kbit row address synchronous memory parts
− Typically, 512 Mb, 256 Mb, and 128 Mb parts, with 4, 8, 16, or 32 data bits per
device
• If required, separate reset domains allow auto-refresh through a chip reset
• Programmable command delay and feedback delay elements allow fine-tuning EMC
timing
Table 1.
EMC memory map
Chip select pin
Address range
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Memory type

Size of range

0x8000 000 – 0x83FF FFFF

Static

64 MB

EMC_

0x9000 0000 – 0x93FF FFFF

Static

64 MB

EMC_

0x9800 0000 – 0x9BFF FFFF

Static

64 MB

EMC_

0x9C00 0000 – 0x9FFF FFFF

Static

64 MB

EMC_

0xA000 0000 – 0xAFFF FFFF

Dynamic

256 MB

EMC_

0xB000 0000 – 0xBFFF FFFF

Dynamic

256 MB

EMC_

0xC000 0000 – 0xCFFF FFFF

Dynamic

256 MB

EMC_

0xD000 0000 – 0xDFFF FFFF

Dynamic

256 MB
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2.2 EMC pins
The EMC supports 8/16/32-bit data bus on BGA180 and LQFP208 and 8/16-bit data bus
on BGA100 package. The EMC supports a 16-bit or 32-bit wide data interface built from
8, 16 or 32-bit SDRAM chips. When mixed with SDRAM, the static memory data bus may
be 8-bit, 16-bit or 32-bit. The EMC signals are multiplexed at the chip port pins with other
functions. Every EMC signal is available on only one fixed pin. So, allocate pins for
required EMC signals first before allocating pins for other peripherals. Refer to LPC546xx
User Manual or datasheet for pin MUX details. The EMC functions required for
interfacing with SDRAM and SRAM are listed in Fig 1 and Table 2.

.

Fig 1.
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EMC block diagram
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Table 2 lists the EMC pins
Table 2.
Signal

EMC signals
SRAM
function

SDRAM
function

Notes

row/column
address

-

memory
address [1]

bank

EMC_A13 to Bank0; EMC_A14 to Bank1

EMC_A23:15

memory
address [1]

-

-

EMC_D31:0 [1]

data

data

-

OE

-

active LOW

EMC_A12:0
EMC_A14:13

EMC_OE

[1]

memory
address

[1]

If only 1 bank pin is required, 8-bit SDRAM chips
uses EMC_13 is used for bank if there is one

EMC_BLS3:0

byte lane/8b: byte WE [1]

active LOW; specific behavior is controlled by
STATICCONFIG[0:3] register PB bit

EMC_CS3:0

chip select [1] -

active low

EMC_WE

write enable

active LOW; defines command to SDRAM.

write enable

[1]

SRAM Specific behavior is controlled by
STATICCONFIG[0:3] register PB bit. [1]

EMC_DYCS3:0 -

chip select

active LOW

EMC_CKE3:0

-

clock enable

active LOW, one for each DYCS.

EMC_CAS

-

column
defines command to SDRAM along with RAS, WE
address strobe and DYCS.

EMC_RAS

-

row address
strobe

defines command to SDRAM along with CAS, WE
and DYCS

EMC_DQM3:0

-

data mask

active HIGH; one mask bit for each data byte lane

EMC_CLK1:0

-

clock

SDRAM clock input;
EMC_CLK0 has loopback signal for signal flight
compensation

EMC_FBCLK

[1]

-

feedback clock EMC can use either EMC_FBCLK pin or
pin
EMC_CLK0 loopback signal as its feedback input;
for EMC_CLK0 loopback signal, programmable
delays can be added to clock feedback path, to
compensate signal flight time

not used by SDRAM.

Note: The 100-pin package of LPC546xx supports SDRAM. But, as the package has
only one bank select signal (A13, no A14), it can access only two banks.

2.2.1 SDRAM clock enable when using multiple DYCSs
For systems using multiple chip selects, the CKE3:0 should be connected to all SDRAMs
on EMC_DYCS3:0. It enables SDRAMs on all chip selects to be placed in self-refresh
mode and allows use of the dynamic memory clock enable bit in the
AN12026
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EMCDynamicControl register to negate clock enable of an idle dynamic chip select to
reduce overall system power.

2.3 Supported SDRAM cell layouts
Though EMC_DYCS3:0 each chip select addresses 256 MB, not all the layout of
SDRAM cells are supported. The maximum supported single SDRAM size is 64 MB
(512 Mb). Table 3 summarizes 23 supported SDRAM cell layouts.
Table 3.
EMC SDRAM cell layout summary
DYNAMICCONFIG register bit-field
SDRAM geometry

SDRAM capacity

14

12

11:9

8:7

Banks

Rows

Columns

Cells

cell
width

Capacity
(Mbits)

000
000
001
001
010
010
011
011
100
100

00
01
00
01
00
01
00
01
00
01

2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

11
11
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13

9
8
9
8
10
9
10
9
11
10

2M
1M
8M
4M
16M
8M
32M
16M
64M
32M

8
16
8
16
8
16
8
16
8
16

16
16
64
64
128
128
256
256
512
512

000
000
001
001
001
010
010
010
011
011
011
100
100

00
01
00
01
10
00
01
10
00
01
10
00
01

2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

11
11
12
12
11
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13

9
8
9
8
8
10
9
8
10
9
8
11
10

2M
1M
8M
4M
2M
16M
8M
4M
32M
16M
8M
64M
64M

8
16
8
16
32
8
16
32
8
16
32
8
16

16
16
64
64
64
128
128
128
256
256
256
512
512

16-bit bus

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

32-bit bus

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Note: Bit 12 of DYNAMICCONFIG selects addressing mode:
• 0 = bank-row-column (BRC), AHB address bits from MSB to LSB maps to bank,
row, column.
• 1 = row-bank-column (RBC), AHB address bits from MSB to LSB maps to row,
bank, column.
Note: For SDRAM chips with lower data width than bus width, multiple chips form the
data bus. For example, for 32-bit bus with 8-bit SDRAM chips, four chips form the 32-bit
bus, and total SDRAM capacity is 32 / 8 = 4 times the single SDRAM chip capacity.
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2.3.1 Using 32-bit SDRAMs with cell layout not supported by EMC
There are 256 Mbit (8M x 32), 512 Mbit (16M x 32) and 1 Gbit (32M x 32) SDR SDRAMs
that have a row and column configuration that is not listed in the Table 3. These devices
can be used by setting the EMCDynamicConfig Address Mapping (AM) field as if two
16-bit devices with the same bank/row/column mapping are being used.

2.4 EMC clocking to SDRAM
In LPC5460x, the clock source of the EMC block is a branch from system clock which
supplies CPU, AHB and Sync APB. The EMC clock branch has its dedicated clock
divider to divide system clock by 1, 2, 3...256.
At the SDRAM, all input signals are sampled on the positive edge of the EMC_CLK1:0
(usually EMC_CLK0 is used) clock pin. The clock pin also increments the SDRAM
internal burst counter and controls the output registers.

3. SDRAM connections
The LPC546xx EMC supports either a 16-bit wide or 32-bit wide system SDR SDRAM
bus. The system SDR SDRAM bus may be constructed with:
• one 32-bit wide SDR SDRAM
• one or two 16-bit wide SDR SDRAMs
• two or four 8-bit wide SDR SDRAMs
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3.1 Pin connections for using single SDRAM chip
Connections to a single x32 SDR SDRAM is shown in Fig 2.

.

Fig 2.

Block diagram for connecting a single SDRAM chip

Note that the "EMC_FBCLK" is optional. EMC can alternatively use loopback signal of
EMC_CLK0 with programmable delay (from 0.25 ns to 8 ns) as feedback clock. The
arrangement saves one pin. However, the user should carefully determine the delay
value and ensure that it can compensate the signal flight time which is determined by the
PCB trace length of CLK signal.
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Fig 3 shows an example of single chip 16-bit data bus.

.

Fig 3.

Example of connecting a single 16-bit SDRAM chip
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Fig 4 shows an example of single chip 32-bit data bus.

.

Fig 4.

Example of connecting a single 32-bit SDRAM chip

3.2 Pin connections for using multiple SDRAM chips
For a single x32 SDR, the maximum memory for each EMC_DYCS[3:0] is 64 MB (16 M ×
32). For two x16 SDRs, the maximum memory for each EMC_DYCS[3:0] is 128 MB (two
32 M × 16). For four x8 SDRs the maximum memory for each EMC_DYCS[3:0] is 256
MB (four 64M × 8). Using x8 SDRAMs is not recommended, as it is an expensive
configuration. Also, a high capacitive loading on the EMC address and control signals to
all SDRAMs reduces the maximum operational speed of the interface.
To extend total SDRAM capacity, users can use two 8-bit SDRAM chips to form 16-bit
data bus, two 16-bit SDRAM chips to form 32-bit data bus, or four 8-bit SDRAM chips to
form 32-bit data bus. By splitting the data bus, most applications require only a single
AN12026
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dynamic chip select (DYNCSx). By data bus splitting, the data bus is broken into byte
lanes and only goes to a single SDRAM. It ensures data integrity and lower capacitive
loads. EMC performance may be compromised when PCB traces are longer than 6” or
capacitive loads exceed those listed in the datasheet under dynamic characteristics,
dynamic external interface. Even if a single DYCS is used, a single SDRAM with either
an x16 or x32 data bus provides minimum loading to the EMC. It results in maximum
EMC performance. Table 4 shows signal connection when more than one SDRAM chips
are used.
Table 4.
Signals of connecting to multiple SDRAM chips, summary
Two 16-bit SDRAM chips form 32-bit bus

Chip #0

Chip #1

-

-

Data

15:0

31:16

-

-

Address and bank [14:0]

shared

Data mask (DQM)

1:0

CLK#, CKE#, RAS,
CAS, WE

shared

FBCLK (optional)

shared, if used, short to
CLK0

3:2

-

-

-

-

Two 8-bit SDRAM chips form 16-bit bus.

Chip #0

Chip #1

-

-

Data

7:0

15:8

-

-

address & bank [14:0]

shared

Data mask (DQM)

0

CLK#, CKE#, RAS,
CAS, WE
FBCLK (optional)

1

-

-

shared

-

-

shared, if used, short to
CLK0

-

-

Four 8-bit SDRAM chips form 32-bit bus.

Chip #0

Chip #1

Chip #2

Chip #3

Data

7:0

15:8

23:16

31:24

address & bank [14:0]

shared

Data mask (DQM)

0

1

2

3

CLK#, CKE#, RAS,
CAS, WE

shared

Note: For one DYCS, regardless of how many chips form the data bus, only one CLK
and CKE is used. For example, for DYCS0, usually CLK0 and CKE0 are connected to all
SDRAM chips.
AN12026
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Fig 5 is an example of using two 16-bit SDRAM chips to form 32-bit data bus:

.

Fig 5.

Example of connecting 2 16-bit SDRAM chips to form 32-bit bus

Note: The CLK pins usage for LPC18xx/43xx is different. Do not mix LPC5460x with
LPC18xx/43xx.

4. SDRAM controller programming and operations
SDRAM devices are more complex to setup than standard asynchronous memories. In
addition to setting up the interface signal timings, factors such as RAS and CAS latency
(also referred to as RAS and CAS delay), burst size, and refresh timing are considered.
SDRAM setup is procedural and requires a series of steps to initialize and configure
SDRAM.

4.1 Typical SDRAM programming sequence
To program the EMC controller for a specific SDRAM device, the following information
about the system using the SDRAM devices is required:
• Desired clock speed for the SDRAM access speed. It can be up to the CPU clock
rate (branched from system clock) with the divider of EMC
• SDRAM types (voltage): Low power (mobile) or standard SDRAM. The EMC
supports JEDEC low-power SDRAM partial array refresh
• SDRAM geometry: Number of columns, rows, and banks of the device
AN12026
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• Expected RAS and CAS cycles (may be limited by memory speed and board design)
• SDRAM access (or address) strategy: low-power or high-performance mode
• SDRAM data bus width
• SDRAM interface timings (from the SDRAM datasheet)
• Dynamic refresh period timing

4.1.1 Standard and low-power SDRAM programming sequence
Prior to these steps, it is assumed that the main system clocking is already setup and the
system is running at the desired clock rate.
Note: The programming sequence discussed below is based on the JDEC programming
sequence and includes the steps to setup the SDRAM and the controller. The low power
and standard SDR SDRAM programming sequences are similar, except for an extra
extended mode register programming cycle on low-power devices.
The programming sequences are only meant as guidelines.

Fig 6.

SDRAM initialization sequence

Step 1: Enable EMC clocking, select pin function, slew rate, endian format, and
disable EMC dynamic buffer
Before any access to the EMC, the EMC clock should be enabled. The EMC interface is
enabled by setting bit 0 of the EMC control register. The endian format can be selected
by the EMC configuration register. Usually, little-endian format is used.
SDK 2.0 provides an useful function EMC_Init( ) to handle EMC initialization.
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Note: To download SDK 2.0 for LPC546xx, go to https://mcuxpresso.nxp.com/en/welcome,
and click SDK Builder. Login is required to setup SDK configurations and download
generated SDK package.

Step 2: Select SDRAM type and setup address mapping (DYNAMICCONFIG#)
Setup the row/column/bank address mapping and DRAM type used by the interface. It
can be selected by configuring the EMC Dynamic Memory Configuration 0 register.
For the Address Mapping (AM) field (bits 14, 12...7), select a device that matches the
SDRAM data bus width (16-bit or 32-bit) and has the same row/column/bank numbers as
the SDRAM device(s). Note that the listed size for a mapping is not important. Only the
row/column/bank mapping must match for the selected data bus width. Multiple
configurations may exist with the same mapping but with different listed sizes. Any one of
the mapping can work. If a device is also connected to the second SDRAM chip select, it
also requires address mapping to be setup in the EMC Dynamic Memory Configuration 1
register.
Step 3: Setup the RAS latency (2-3 clocks) and CAS latency (2-3 clocks)
Setup the RAS and CAS latencies in the EMC Dynamic Memory RAS and CAS Delay 0
register. The CAS latency should be setup in full clock cycles and bit 7 in the CAS
latency field should always be 0. If a device is also connected to the second SDRAM chip
select, the CAS and RAS latencies should be setup in the EMC Dynamic Memory RAS
and CAS Delay 1 register.
Step 4: Setup SDRAM read strategy (DynamicReadConfig); uses command
delayed mode
The SDRAM read strategy is setup in the EMC Dynamic Memory Read Configuration
register. The positive capture edge should be used for the SDR_SRP and the command
delayed by COMMAND_DELAY time should be used for the SDR_SRD fields.
Step 5: Setup various dynamic command time
Setup the interface timing parameters for the SDRAM device in the EMC Dynamic
Memory timing registers. These registers control the number of bus clocks cycles for
which a specific timing value is delayed. The value for these registers is obtained from
the User’s Guide or datasheet for the SDRAM device. A list of the registers to be setup is
shown in Table 4.

Table 5.
EMC Dynamic Memory timing registers
Timing Registers0
Description

AN12026
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tRCD(DynamicRASCAS.[1:0])

Bank and Row (active) to column delay (also known as RAS
latency)

tRP(DynamicRP)

precharge time

tRAS(DynamicRAS)

last active to precharge time

tSREX(DynamicSREX)

self-refresh exit time

tAPR(DynamicAPR)

last data-read to active time (auto precharge, same bank), set it to
0 (1 clock)

tDAL(DynamicDAL)

last data-write to active delay; tDAL = tWR + tRP

tWR(DynamicWR)

last data-write to precharge delay (also called as tDPL, tRWL,
tRDL)

tRC(DynamicRC)

last active to active time; tRC = tRAS + tRP
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tCL(DynamicRASCAS.[9:8])

CAS latency (from CAS to data out)

tRFC(DynamicRFC)

auto-refresh period (duration of one refresh operation)

tXSR(DynamicXSR)

exit self-refresh to active time, simply set it to maximum

tRRD(DynamicRRD)

bank switch delay

tMRD(DynamicMRD)

mode register set to active delay

0

Values in these registers are based on the bus (EMCCLK) period.

Step 6: Enable SDRAM clocks and issue NOP command for 200 µs
(DYNAMICCONTROL = 0x00000183)
While issuing the NOP command (bits 8...7) for 200 µs, setup the clock enables (bit 0)
and clocks (bit 1) to be always active. The inverted memory clock (bit 4) used for DDR
mode should be disabled. They are setup in the EMC Dynamic Memory Control register.
Step 7: Issue PRECHARGE-ALL command (DYNAMICCONTROL = 0x00000103)
While issuing the PRECHARGE-ALL command (bits 8...7) for 10 µs, setup the clock
enables (bit 0) and clocks (bit 1) to be always active.
Note: The dynamic refresh must be set to a fast rate during this command so that at
least a few dynamic refresh cycles occur during the 10 µs period.
Step 8: Set normal dynamic refresh timing and issue AUTO REFRESH command
Set the EMC Dynamic Memory Refresh Timer register to the correct value for an optimal
refresh period.
Step 9: Issue MODE command
Calculate the mode settings, correct shift, and issue MODE command with value on the
address lines. Here, mode offset (shift) is calculated by EMC_ModeOffset(uint32_t
addrMap).
While issuing the mode command (bits 8...7) in the EMC Dynamic Memory Control
register, setup the clock enables (bit 0) and clocks (bit 1) to be always active. Issue the
mode word to the device by writing a value in the mode word address; see Fig 7. Also,
see Section 2.3 Supported SDRAM cell layouts for supported cell layouts.
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.

Fig 7.

SDRAM "MODE" register layout
• Address for the mode word operation

address = SDRAM_BASE + (mode_word << (offset))
• Note that the mode value is represented on address lines with offset. The <offset>

value is calculated as below; see SDK EMC_ModeOffset() API.
BRC mapping/16-bit device: offset = (column bits) + 1
RBC mapping/16-bit device:

offset = (column bits + bank bits) + 1

BRC mapping/32-bit device:

offset = (column bits) + 2

RBC mapping/32-bit device:

offset = (column bits + bank bits) + 2

The value written to the address is not important. After the write, provide a small delay of
about 1 µs before performing SDRAM operations.
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The mode word is used to specify the burst length and CAS latency. For 32-bit
interfaces, the burst length is 1. For 16-bit interfaces, the burst length is 2. The CAS
latency must match the latency programmed into the EMC Dynamic Memory RAS and
CAS Delay 0 registers.
If a device is also connected to the second SDRAM chip select, it also needs mode word
configuration.
Step 10: Issue NORMAL command, then enable EMC dynamic buffer
After the one-shot but long initialization sequence, SDRAM can be accessed normally.

4.1.2 SDRAM configuration example (Board_InitSDRAM())
Let us see an example of SDRAM configuration. It is based on the SDRAM part
MT48LC8M16A2B4-6A on LPCXpresso54608 board. The related code is in board.c.
Through the SDRAM data sheet, we define the dynamic parameters in the following
macros.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

#define SDRAM_REFRESHPERIOD_NS (64 * 1000000 / 4096) /* 4096 rows/ 64ms */
#define SDRAM_TRP_NS (18u)
#define SDRAM_TRAS_NS (42u)
#define SDRAM_TSREX_NS (67u)
#define SDRAM_TAPR_NS (18u)
#define SDRAM_TWRDELT_NS (6u)
#define SDRAM_TRC_NS (60u)
#define SDRAM_RFC_NS (60u)
#define SDRAM_XSR_NS (67u)
#define SDRAM_RRD_NS (12u)
#define SDRAM_MRD_NCLK (2u)
#define SDRAM_RAS_NCLK (2u)
#define SDRAM_MODEREG_VALUE (0x23u)
#define SDRAM_DEV_MEMORYMAP (0x09u) /* 128Mbits (8M*16, 4banks, 12 rows, 9
columns)*/

SDK has an API named EMC_DynamicMemInit( ) that accepts these parameters through
a structure emc_dynamic_timing_config_t. In BOARD_InitSDRAM( ), we define an
instance as emc_dynamic_chip_config_t dynChipConfig and fill it with our defined timing
parameters.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
AN12026
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dynTiming.readConfig = kEMC_Cmddelay;
dynTiming.refreshPeriod_Nanosec = SDRAM_REFRESHPERIOD_NS;
dynTiming.tRp_Ns = SDRAM_TRP_NS;
dynTiming.tRas_Ns = SDRAM_TRAS_NS;
dynTiming.tSrex_Ns = SDRAM_TSREX_NS;
dynTiming.tApr_Ns = SDRAM_TAPR_NS;
dynTiming.tWr_Ns = (1000000000 / CLOCK_GetFreq(kCLOCK_EMC) + SDRAM_TWRDELT_NS);
/* one clk + 6ns */
dynTiming.tDal_Ns = dynTiming.tWr_Ns + dynTiming.tRp_Ns;
dynTiming.tRc_Ns = SDRAM_TRC_NS;
dynTiming.tRfc_Ns = SDRAM_RFC_NS;
dynTiming.tXsr_Ns = SDRAM_XSR_NS;
dynTiming.tRrd_Ns = SDRAM_RRD_NS;
dynTiming.tMrd_Nclk = SDRAM_MRD_NCLK;
All information provided in this document is subject to legal disclaimers.
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To use other SDRAM, user should check the parameters and update the macros.
Besides dynamic parameter configuration, there are also some important EMC basic
configurations, including endian format, feedback clock mode, and EMC clock divider. As
an example, for CPU at 180 MHz, if the SDRAM operates at a maximum frequency of
133 MHz, the EMC should divide clock by two. If CPU is 96 MHz from FRO, then EMC
clock does not need to divide.
28
29
30
31

emc_basic_config_t basicConfig;
basicConfig.endian = kEMC_LittleEndian;
basicConfig.fbClkSrc = kEMC_IntloopbackEmcclk;
basicConfig.emcClkDiv = 2 - 1; // EMC clock = system clock / 2 when CPU is
180MHz, divider = emcClkDiv + 1.

5. Schematics, PCB design tips and suggestions
EMC CLKx signals should be routed using point-to-point routing topology. When multiple
SDRAMs are connected, use one CLKx pin to drive one SDRAM. For a design that
requires more than four SDRAMs, each CLKx pin may have two SDRAM clocks
connected in a daisy-chain, placing one SDRAM at the end of the daisy-chain and the
other no more than 1 inch from the end of the daisy-chain, keeping any branch stub to
0.5 inch. EMC signals that go to multiple devices excluding CLKx pins, should be routed
in a daisy-chain with branch stubs no longer than 2 inches.
It is possible to route the EMC CLK and other signals in a star topology. The length of
each PCB trace in the star should match with each other. Each PCB trace characteristic
impedance should be a little more than twice the source impedance of the EMC I/O
buffer. It is strongly recommended to use star topology routing only after using
LPC18xx/43xx and SDRAM Ibis models along with signal integrity software to simulate
your design.

5.1 Shared EMC configuration
The EMC bus can be shared by multiple devices, such as SDRAM, NOR flash, SRAM or
devices with an SRAM-type interface.
When the design requires EMC bus to be shared, the following steps should be followed:
• Route the EMC bus in a daisy-chain topology
• In daisy-chain topology, place the MCU at one extreme end of the daisy-chain and
the SDRAM at the other extreme end. Other devices can be distributed along the
daisy-chain, see Fig 8:
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.

Fig 8.

SDRAM signals without buffer

• For more than four devices (including the SDRAM and MCU) connected to the EMC
bus, connect only the SDRAM and the bidirectional bus buffers to the MCU EMC
directly. Connect other devices to the buffered side of the EMC bus; see Fig 9.

.

Fig 9.
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SDRAM signals with buffer
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Fig 10 is an example of buffered schematic.

.

Fig 10. An example of SDRAM signals with buffer

5.2 EMC PCB trace impedance recommendation
The EMC CLKx pins are driven by a high-speed I/O buffer. To run the EMC above 75
MHz, the CLKx pins must be configured for high-speed slew rate (corresponding
IOCON.PIO[port][pin]. bit10 (SLEW) set). The configuration generates rise or fall times of
0.4 ns to 0.7 ns. The CLKx pin source impedance is typically 50 Ω. It matches well to a
PCB trace with characteristic impedance of 60 Ω to 80 Ω, without the need for any
additional series termination near the MCU. All other EMC pins have a normal drive
strength buffer output and must have the slew rate set to fast speed (corresponding
IOCON.PIO[port][pin]. bit10 (SLEW) set). The configuration generates rise or fall times of
0.9 ns to 2.5 ns. For all EMC pins, other than CLKx, use a PCB trace with a characteristic
impedance of 80 Ω to 100 Ω with no external series termination near the EMC pin.
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5.3 EMC bus terminations
The internal source impedance of the EMC I/O buffer matches well to the 60 Ω to 100 Ω
PCB trace characteristic impedance. In other words, the series source termination is
built-in to the I/O buffer so that no termination resistor is required near the EMC pin.
All single data rate 3 V SDRAM data I/O buffers have very strong, low impedance drive
strength and no internal drive strength reduction control. It leads to very fast rise and fall
times. When the total EMC data bus trace length for any individual data signal is longer
than 1.5 inches, the series source termination should be near to the data pins of all
SDRAM chips in the design. It minimizes the overshoot and undershoot associated with
the data driven by the SDRAM. It also reduces the ElectroMagnetic Interference (EMI)
when the SDRAM is driving the EMC data bus.

5.4 EMC SDRAM PCB routing guides
5.4.1 Wire distance control
The EMC data bus signals should be short and the capacitive loading should be
minimum. The following rules are followed to achieve proper SDRAM timing.
Rule 1: At each SDRAM, match EMC_D [31:0], EMC_DQM[3:0], EMC_A[14:0],
EMC_RAS, EMC_CAS, EMC_DYCS3:0, EMC_WR, EMC_CKE[3:0] to within 2 inches of
each other. As the signals require the reflected wave to reach full signal swing, the length
is calculated from the MCU to the end of the daisy-chain trace (incident wave) plus the
distance from the end of the daisy-chain back to the SDRAM pin (reflected wave).
An example for calculating effective trace length for matching is shown in Fig 11.

.

Fig 11. Signal flight model

Assume Signal 1 length between LPC546xx and SDRAM “A” = 3 inches
Assume Signal 1 length between SDRAM “A” and SDRAM “B” = 2 inches
Assume Signal 2 length between LPC546xx and SDRAM “A” = 2 inches
Assume Signal 2 length between SDRAM “A” and SDRAM “B” = 2 inches

The calculation for each signal trace length matching is as follows:
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Signal 1 at SDRAM “B” = 3 inches + 2 inches = 5 inches; overall length of the daisychain; incident wave
Signal 2 at SDRAM “B” = 2 inches + 2 inches = 4 inches; overall length of the daisychain; incident wave
Signal 1 at SDRAM “A” = 3 inches + 2 inches + 2 inches = 7 inches; incident wave +
reflected signal back to SDRAM
Signal 2 at SDRAM “A” = 2 inches + 2 inches + 2 inches = 6 inches; incident wave +
reflected signal back to SDRAM
Rule 2: When EMC CLKx is also used to provide the feedback clock for SDRAM read
data capture, it should be connected to an SDRAM clock less than 6 inches apart. The
CLKx trace can be kept short and does not require to match length to other EMC signals.
The EMC_CLKx can be delayed as required to provide proper SDRAM setup or hold
timing.

5.4.2 Distance control for multiple SDRAM chips
When using multiple SDR SDRAM configurations, place all memories near each other
and route address, control and clock signals in a Y topology. Keep as much of the overall
trace length in the trunk of the Y as possible, and the length to each device after the split
as short as possible. Match the trace length to each device to within 0.3 inches.
Following is the list of points to be noted:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

match EMC_Data[7:0], EMC_DQM0 to within 0.3 inches of each other
match EMC_Data[15:8], EMC_DQM1 to within 0.3 inches of each other
match EMC_Data[23:16], EMC_DQM2 to within 0.3 inches of each other
match EMC_Data[31:24], EMC_DQM3 to within 0.3 inches of each other
match signal groups from rule 1 through rule 4 to within 1.0 inches of each other
match EMC_CLK to within ±0.30 inches of signal groups rule 1 through rule 4
match EMC_A[14:0], EMC_RAS, EMC_CAS, EMC_DYCS3:0, EMC_WR,
EMC_CKE3:0 to within ±0.500 inches of EMC_CLK

5.4.3 Example PCB layer stack up
Stack up is a term used to describe the physical arrangement of the layers in a PCB. For
any high-speed design, the two key elements determined by the stack up are the
transmission line impedance and the inter-plane capacitance. Any board design that
uses SDRAM should use a PCB stack up that includes power and ground planes. Pairing
each signal layer with an adjacent plane layer (either power or ground) improves the
impedance control for each signal layer. The two key dimensional characteristics of the
trace affecting impedance value are the height to the nearest plane layer and the trace
width. There are sources for trace impedance calculators available on the internet which
can be used to help you get your design near the target trace impedance. However, it is
always best to work closely with your board fabrication supplier and indicate on your
supplied board fabrication drawing about the nominal impedance value desired for each
trace width which needs to be impedance-controlled. Trace impedance and velocity of
propagation are also controlled by the dielectric constant of the insulating material used
for the PCB. There are a number of materials used for PCB dielectrics. However, FR4 is
the most common low-cost dielectric material used for PCBs. An example of a six
flayered PCB stack up is shown in Fig 12.
AN12026
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Ground on layer 2 and power on layer 5 are assumed to occupy the full layer.

Fig 12. Example of a six layered PCB with SDRAM

Fig 12 is an example of a six layered PCB stack up with 66 Ω and 80 Ω transmission
lines. It assumes FR4 (high-tg), having a dielectric constant (er) of 4.7, where signal
layers one, three, four and six with 0.007-inch trace width have a nominal characteristic
impedance of 65 Ω to 67 Ω. A 0.004-inch trace width has a nominal characteristic
impedance of 80 Ω. One nice thing about this stack up is for any given trace width, no
matter which layer it is routed on, the characteristic impedance stays within 2 Ω. Using
the example stack up, all CLKx signals would be routed with 0.007-inch trace width and
all other EMC signals routed with 0.004-inch width traces. This example is just one of a
number of possible six-layer stack up. Again, we recommend you to involve your PCB
fabrication supplier early in the board design process to assist in selecting dielectric
materials, a board stack up and trace widths to meet the desired trace characteristic
impedance goals.

5.5 Software timing fine tuning: command delay and feedback delay
EMC outputs clock signal and the clock signal feedback to EMC with a programmable
delay block. The EMC outputs other command signals based on the feedback clock
signal. The EMC can delay driving SDRAM command signals for a short while after the
next feedback CLK rising edge (command delay).
Both feedback delay and command delay are programmed via the EMCSysCtrl register
within SYSCON module.
EMC has an internal ~50 MHz ring oscillator to act as the time base of both delay blocks.
EMC uses FRO of 12 MHz output for calibrating to get 0.25 ns tick. FRO is the Free
Running Oscillator inside LPC5460x. The calibration is controlled via the EMCCAL
register in the SYSCON module. It is started by writing a 1 to the START bit of EMCCAL
register. When EMC completes the calibration, it automatically stores the calibrated value
in EMCCAL.[7:0].
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5.5.1 Feedback delay: Compensating for signal flight time
EMC samples data from the feedback of clock pin. The programmable delay can be
added to the feedback path to compensate for poor PCB layout. The feedback delay time
is set in the multiples of ~0.25 ns in EMCDlyCtrl.[12:8]. So, the maximum delay that can
be set for signal travelling is 32 × 0.25 = 8 ns. The programmable EMC feedback delay
block is shown in Fig 13.

.

Fig 13. EMC feedback delay block

The delay block makes EMC sample data later. The feedback delay is recommended
when PCB trace of CLOCK is longer than 6 inches and SDRAM clock reaches 100 MHz
or when there are timing issues. It is because CLK signal itself is delayed due to signal
flight time between the EMC and the SDRAM, depending on the PCB. For a 50 Ω PCB
trace, the delay is 1 ns per 6-inch trace length.
EMC samples SDRAM data after command delayed time plus feedback delay time.
Note: Maximum delay value does not mean safe value. It should be comparable with
travel time.

5.5.2 Command delay: Adapt to SDRAM set-up or holding timing constraints
With a feedback delay, the clock flight time is compensated. However, for higher bus
frequency, the SDRAM set-up or holding timing could also be a problem. Command
delay can be used to address this issue.
At the SDRAM, all input signals are sampled on the positive edge of the clock pin. To
give SDRAM longer set-up time before EMC samples data, the data can be sampled
after rising edge on EMC_CLK pin. It can be achieved by using the command delayed
mode EMCDynamicReadConfig.RD = 1. It delays all the EMC signals except CLK and
CKE. The block diagram of the command delay unit is shown in Fig 14.
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Fig 14. EMC command delay block

The command delay time is set in the multiples of ~0.25 ns in EMCDlyCtrl.[4:0]. So, the
maximum delay that can be set is 32 × 0.25 = 8 ns. The EMC samples SDRAM data
after a delay between 0.25 ns to 8 ns.

Note: Maximum delay value does not mean safe value. As an example, for a 90 MHz
SDRAM clock, 0.25 ns is about 0.25 / (1000 / 90) = 2.25% clock cycle with a maximum
delay of 32.

6. Appendix A: EMC pin MUX setup of 16-bit SDRAM bus example code
(based on LPC5460x SDK 2.0)
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
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/* EMC SDRAM Pins setting. */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 18, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[0] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 19, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[1] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 20, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[2] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 21, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[3] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 5, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[4] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 6, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[5] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 7, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[6] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 8, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[7] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 26, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[8] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 27, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[9] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 16, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[10] */
All information provided in this document is subject to legal disclaimers.
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IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 23, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[11] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 24, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[12] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 25, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[13] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 3, 25, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_A[14] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 2, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[0] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 3, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[1] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 4, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[2] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 5, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[3] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 6, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[4] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 7, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[5] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 8, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[6] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 9, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[7] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 19, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[8] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 20, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[9] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 21, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[10] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 4, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[11] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 28, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[12] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 29, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[13] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 30, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[14] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 31, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_D[15] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 9, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_CASN */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 10, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_RASN */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 11, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_CLK[0] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 12, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_DYCSN[0] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 13, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_DQM[0] */
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IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 14, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_DQM[1] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 1, 15, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_CKE[0] */
IOCON_PinMuxSet(IOCON, 0, 15, IOCON_MODE_INACT | IOCON_FASTI2C_EN |
IOCON_FUNC6 | IOCON_DIGITAL_EN); /*EMC_WEN */
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7. Appendix B: Standard SDRAM initialization sequence example code
(provided by LPC5460x SDK 2.0)
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void EMC_DynamicMemInit(EMC_Type *base, emc_dynamic_timing_config_t *timing,
emc_dynamic_chip_config_t *config, uint32_t totalChips)
{
assert(config);
assert(timing);
assert(totalChips <= EMC_DYNAMIC_MEMDEV_NUM);
uint32_t count;
uint8_t casLatency;
uint32_t addr;
uint32_t offset;
uint32_t data;
emc_dynamic_chip_config_t *dynamicConfig = config;
/* Setting for dynamic memory controller chip independent configuration. */
for (count = 0; (count < totalChips) && (dynamicConfig != NULL); count ++)
{
base->DYNAMIC[dynamicConfig->chipIndex].DYNAMICCONFIG =
EMC_DYNAMIC_DYNAMICCONFIG_MD(dynamicConfig->dynamicDevice) |
EMC_ADDRMAP(dynamicConfig->devAddrMap);
/* Abstract CAS latency from the sdram mode reigster setting values. */
casLatency = (dynamicConfig->sdramModeReg & EMC_SDRAM_MODE_CL_MASK) >>
EMC_SDRAM_MODE_CL_SHIFT;
base->DYNAMIC[dynamicConfig->chipIndex].DYNAMICRASCAS =
EMC_DYNAMIC_DYNAMICRASCAS_RAS(dynamicConfig->rAS_Nclk) |
EMC_DYNAMIC_DYNAMICRASCAS_CAS(casLatency);
dynamicConfig ++;
}
/* Configure the Dynamic Memory controller timing/latency for all chips. */
base->DYNAMICREADCONFIG = EMC_DYNAMICREADCONFIG_RD(timing->readConfig);
base->DYNAMICRP = EMC_CalculateTimerCycles(base, timing->tRp_Ns, 1) &
EMC_DYNAMICRP_TRP_MASK;
base->DYNAMICRAS = EMC_CalculateTimerCycles(base, timing->tRas_Ns, 1) &
EMC_DYNAMICRAS_TRAS_MASK;
base->DYNAMICSREX = EMC_CalculateTimerCycles(base, timing->tSrex_Ns, 1) &
EMC_DYNAMICSREX_TSREX_MASK;
base->DYNAMICAPR = EMC_CalculateTimerCycles(base, timing->tApr_Ns, 1) &
EMC_DYNAMICAPR_TAPR_MASK;
base->DYNAMICDAL = EMC_CalculateTimerCycles(base, timing->tDal_Ns, 0) &
EMC_DYNAMICDAL_TDAL_MASK;
base->DYNAMICWR = EMC_CalculateTimerCycles(base, timing->tWr_Ns, 1) &
EMC_DYNAMICWR_TWR_MASK;
base->DYNAMICRC = EMC_CalculateTimerCycles(base, timing->tRc_Ns, 1) &
EMC_DYNAMICRC_TRC_MASK;
base->DYNAMICRFC = EMC_CalculateTimerCycles(base, timing->tRfc_Ns, 1)
&EMC_DYNAMICRFC_TRFC_MASK;
base->DYNAMICXSR = EMC_CalculateTimerCycles(base, timing->tXsr_Ns, 1) &
EMC_DYNAMICXSR_TXSR_MASK;
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base->DYNAMICRRD = EMC_CalculateTimerCycles(base, timing->tRrd_Ns, 1) &
EMC_DYNAMICRRD_TRRD_MASK;
base->DYNAMICMRD = EMC_DYNAMICMRD_TMRD((timing->tMrd_Nclk > 0)?timing>tMrd_Nclk - 1:0);
/* Initialize the SDRAM.*/
for (count = 0; count < EMC_SDRAM_WAIT_CYCLES; count ++)
{
}
/* Step 2. issue nop command. */
base->DYNAMICCONTROL = 0x00000183;
for (count = 0; count < EMC_SDRAM_WAIT_CYCLES; count ++)
{
}
/* Step 3. issue precharge all command. */
base->DYNAMICCONTROL = 0x00000103;
/* Step 4. issue two auto-refresh command. */
base->DYNAMICREFRESH = 2;
for (count = 0; count < EMC_SDRAM_WAIT_CYCLES/2; count ++)
{
}
base->DYNAMICREFRESH = EMC_CalculateTimerCycles(base, timing>refreshPeriod_Nanosec, 0)/EMC_REFRESH_CLOCK_PARAM;
/* Step 5. issue a mode command and set the mode value. */
base->DYNAMICCONTROL = 0x00000083;
/* Calculate the mode settings here and to reach the 8 auto-refresh time
requirement. */
dynamicConfig = config;
for (count = 0; (count < totalChips) && (dynamicConfig != NULL); count ++)
{
/* Get the shift value first. */
offset = EMC_ModeOffset(dynamicConfig->devAddrMap);
addr = (s_EMCDYCSBases[dynamicConfig->chipIndex] |
((uint32_t)(dynamicConfig->sdramModeReg & ~EMC_SDRAM_BANKCS_BA_MASK )
<< offset));
/* Set the right mode setting value. */
data = *(volatile uint32_t *)addr;
data = data;
dynamicConfig ++;
}
if (config->dynamicDevice)
{
/* Add extended mode register if the low-power sdram is used. */
base->DYNAMICCONTROL = 0x00000083;
/* Calculate the mode settings for extended mode register. */
dynamicConfig = config;
for (count = 0; (count < totalChips) && (dynamicConfig != NULL); count++)
{
/* Get the shift value first. */
offset = EMC_ModeOffset(dynamicConfig->devAddrMap);
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addr = (s_EMCDYCSBases[dynamicConfig->chipIndex] |
(((uint32_t)(dynamicConfig->sdramExtModeReg & ~EMC_SDRAM_BANKCS_BA_MASK) |
EMC_SDRAM_BANKCS_BA1_MASK) << offset));
/* Set the right mode setting value. */
data = *(volatile uint32_t *)addr;
data = data;
dynamicConfig ++;
}
}
/* Step 6. issue normal operation command. */
base->DYNAMICCONTROL = 0x00000000; /* Issue NORMAL command */
/* The buffer shall be disabled when do the sdram initialization and
* enabled after the initialization during normal opeation.
*/
dynamicConfig = config;
for (count = 0; (count < totalChips) && (dynamicConfig != NULL); count ++)
{
base->DYNAMIC[dynamicConfig->chipIndex].DYNAMICCONFIG |=
EMC_DYNAMIC_DYNAMICCONFIG_B_MASK;
dynamicConfig ++;
}
}
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